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Spectroscopy of Electronic States in InSb Quantum Dots
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We have realized arrays of quantum dots on InSb and observe intraband transitions between their
discrete (zero-dimensional) electronic states with far-infrared magnetospectroscopy. In our devices, the
number of electrons can be adjusted by a gate voltage and less than five electrons per dot are detectable.

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 72. 15.Rn, 78.30.FS

Progress of nanofabrication technology now renders it
possible to laterally confine electrons on semiconductors
to quantum wires and quantum dots. ' Both systems take
advantage of quasi-two-dimensional (2D) electron gases
present in heterostructures, quantum wells, or metal-
oxide-semiconductor devices. Quantum wires are ob-
tained by confinement in one of the two directions in the
plane of the 2D gas. Consequently, the electrons can
move freely only along the remaining direction and thus
constitute a 1D gas of a quantum wire. Confinement in

both directions results in a OD gas of a quantum dot.
Zero-dimensional electronic behavior recently has

been demonstrated unambiguously by resonant tunnel-
ing through laterally constricted InGaAs quantum wells
and by capacitance oscillations of microstructu red
GaAs/GaAIAs heterojunctions. Here, we report the
direct observation of resonance transitions between
discrete states of quantum dots on InSb. The particular
advantage of this narrow-gap semiconductor is its small
effective electron mass m* =0.014m, at the conduction-
band edge. It gives rise to comparatively high quantiza-
tion energies =10 meV for electronically active widths
of typically 100 nm which can be achieved laterally with
present semiconductor technology. '

The application of a magnetic field to quantum dots
offers interesting possibilities to study few-electron sys-
tems. Since the cyclotron energy @co, readily can be
made much larger than the binding energy of the
confining electric potential, we can examine the transi-
tion from electrically bound states to Landau-type mag-
netic levels in this system. In real atoms, observation of
transitions between magnetic-type levels, e.g. , quasi-
Landau resonances, only is feasible when the electrons
are excited to high Rydberg states or when the atoms
are exposed to megatesla fields present near pulsars.
More closely, our system is related to the one of shallow
donors in semiconductors. In contrast to donor atoms,
however, we can adjust not only the size of our dots but
also their electron number.

Arrays of =10 dots are prepared on p-type InSb
(111) surfaces of typical areas 3 x 3 mm . Samples
covered with photoresist are exposed twice in a holo-
graphic setup which employs an argon laser (A, =458
nm) whose expanded beam is split into two partial
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FIG. 1. Scanning electron micrograph of resist dots, with a
125 nm marker, together with a schematical sketch of the band
structure across the dots right at the InSb surface. The bright
disks give an idea of the geometrical dot size. This monitor
sample is shadowed with gold for contrast enhancement.

beams. The partial beams interfere near the sample and
thus create a periodic intensity pattern of grating con-
stant a =250 nm in the photoresist. After the first expo-
sure, the sample is rotated by an angle of 90 and expo-
sure is repeated. Subsequent to development the samples
are etched in an oxygen plasma. This removes resist
residues between the dots and reduces the dot heights to
values below 50 nm. We then evaporate a NiCr film
which acts as a Schottky depletion gate at the NiCr/
InSb interface between the dots; i.e., there we pin the
Fermi energy EF within the InSb band gap. A monitor
sample metallized with Au is shown in Fig. 1 together
with a schematic sketch of the band structure across the
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dots. After deposition of =400 nm Si02, we evaporate a
second NiCr film as a gate contact. When a gate voltage
Vg is applied between this contact and the InSb sub-
strate, the number of mobile inversion electrons under
the resist dots can be controlled by the field effect due to
the finite resistivity (R=1 MO) of the InSb substrate.
The device becomes completely depleted of mobile elec-
trons at the threshold voltage V, = —98 V.

Spectroscopy is carried out with an optically pumped
far-infrared laser at liquid-helium temperature. The
light impinges perpendicularly onto the sample and,
hence, is polarized parallel to the surface. The relative
change of transmittance t = —[T(Vg) —T(VI)]/T(Vc)
is recorded versus the strength 8 of a magnetic field ap-
plied perpendicular to the surface. Spectra for various
laser energies Am and gate voltages hVg =Vg —

V& are
shown in Fig. 2 for linearly polarized light. However,
the spectra are almost independent of the polarization
direction in the plane as is expected by virtue of sample
preparation.

Spectra for the energy @co =10.4 meV resemble cyclo-
tron resonances of a homogeneous 2D inversion layer but
the resonance magnetic fields are already shifted consid-
erably (68=0.4 T) to lower field strengths. ' This
directly refiects the additional spatial quantization in the

confining lateral potential. For energy @co =7.6 meV,
we no longer observe a distinct resonance maximum at
finite fields but a monotonic decrease of the relative
transmittance when the magnetic field is increased. We
will show below that this is indeed expected when the
characteristic quantization energy of the lateral potential
approximately coincides with the laser energy. For the
energy @co=3.2 meV, we again observe distinct but
weak resonances at 8=1.5 T. As we show next, these
resonances are characteristic of a system which is
confined in both lateral dimensions.

To obtain a simple description of electrons in quantum
dots, we consider the harmonic-oscillator potential 2

m*
xcoo(x +y ) with eigenfrequency coo in a magnetic
field directed along the z direction. '' This parabolic
model is expected to be a good approximation for low-
electron numbers. ' The single-electron eigenenergies of
the lateral motion,

E„=(2n + i m i
+ 1)6 [(co,/2) + cop] ' + (h co,/2) m,

(1)
depend on the radial n =0, 1, . . . and azimuthal m =0,
~ 1, . . . quantum number. At low-electron numbers,

only the lowest 2D subband is occupied. ' Figure 3 de-
picts the lowest energies versus magnetic field strength
and the allowed dipole transitions which have resonance
frequencies

0.3— =10.4 me V

co~ =[(co /2)'+co']'"+ co,/2 (2)
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FIG. 2. Far-infrared spectra for three laser frequencies co

and three gate voltages AVg. (a) co+ resonances at B=1.0 T
for a laser frequency above the quantization frequency cop, (b)
traces for co=cop, and (c) co — resonances for B=1.5 T for
N ( COO.

FIG. 3. Calculated level diagram of the oscillator potential
—,
' m*co$(x +y') in a magnetic field Bllz. Levels are indicat-

ed by their quantum numbers (n, m) with m = —m. For some
initial states, transitions co+ allowed for two circular light po-
larizations, respectively, are marked by arrows.
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en pP
cr+ (co) =

1+ [(cop/co) —co ~ co, ] 'r'
for circular light polarizations from the classical equa-
tion of motion with a phenomenological relaxation time z
and a mobility p =er/m*. We then take into account
the quantum-mechanical oscillator strengths. '' The re-
lation between conductivity and relative change of
transmittance

(3)

2cr(co)/Yp

1+Je'+ cro/Yp
(4)

is adopted from its 2D counterpart' with InSb dielectric
constant e = 17, wave admittance Yp = (377 Q ) ', and
eA'ective sheet conductivity cr (o18 f)) ' of the two
NiCr films. The conductivity cr= (co+cr++ co- cr )/
(co++co —) for linearly polarized light incorporates the
oscillator strengths and proves to be nearly independent
of level occupation. Equation (4) qualitatively describes
the observed line shapes. In particular, it explains cyclo-
tronlike co+ resonances at frequencies m & mp, monotonic
intensity decreases proportional to (1+p 8 ) ' at
co = cop, and weak intensities of co — resonances at
M ~Np.

and which are excited with circular light polarizations
~, respectively. At 8=0 we have oscillator levels (n'

+1)@cop, with the abbreviation n'=2n+
i m i. In high

magnetic fields (co, »cop), all levels with quantum num-

bers n =0, m ~ 0 converge and form a highly degenerate
ground state of energy —,

' @co,. Levels n=1, m ~ 0 con-
verge to a common excited state 2 Ace. States with an-

gular momentum m & 0 have much higher energies and
do not contribute to the signals since they are no longer
occupied. In this high magnetic field limit, transitions
co+ become cyclotron resonances between Landau levels
t'tco, (n+ 2 ) and the electron gas exhibits 2D behavior.
Simultaneously, the oscillator strength of transitions co-
vanishes. Therefore, these resonances are not observed
in strong magnetic fields. To be more specific, they are
characteristic of a confined system with a radius compa-
rable to or less than the cyclotron radius l = (lri/eB) 'i .

To model our line shapes, we first calculate classical
conductivities

done with spectra taken at frequencies co=cop where we
have the relation t (8=0)=2enop/croci for conductivi-
ties cro» Yp. Mobilities p =(Big) ' = 20000 cm V
s ' are obtained from the fields B]i2 where the transmit-
tances have dropped to half of their maximum values at
8=0. Electron numbers np, quantum numbers n'=2n
+ im i

of the highest populated 8=0 level, and elec-
tronic dot radii rF=[2A(n'+1)/m*cop]'i at the Fermi
energies EF= 15, 22.5, and 30 meV are summarized in

Table I for the gate voltages of Fig. 2. Almost the same
electron numbers np are obtained when cyclotronlike res-
onances for a much higher energy Aco=26. 6 meV are
fitted with theoretical line shapes' of 2D cyclotron reso-
nance. Difrerence between numbers obtained for fre-
quencies co=cop (lateral electric oscillator) and co»cop
(Landau oscillator) are given as experimental uncertain-
ties in Table I. For reasons we do not yet understand in

detail, the number of electrons saturates at voltages
above h, Vg =20 V.

Experimental resonance positions for gate voltage
h. Vg =8 V are given in Fig. 4 together with theoretical
curves calculated from Eq. (2). At the highest energy
(Aco=hco, » hcop) there is a shift 68=0.8 T between
the experimental and theoretical results. This shift is al-
most quantitatively explained by the influence of band
nonparabolicity' which at the lower energies is less im-
portant. For lower energies, Eq. (2) provides a qualita-
tive description and we can estimate the quantization en-

ergy Act)p =7.5 ~ 1 meV. This value agrees with the one
which we already deduced from the shape of the
Am =7.6 meV spectra in Fig. 2.

Within experimental error, the quantization energy
does not depend on electron number in the range n p =3
to 20. This provides strong evidence that collective depo-
larization modes which might be expected to become im-
portant at higher electron numbers ' ' are strongly
suppressed in our devices. In fact, macroscopic electric
fields are eA'ectively screened by the NiCr Schottky gate
since it is evaporated in very close vicinity to the electron

30

Most important, it allows us to determine the average
number np of electrons in a dot. This is most readily

TABLE I. Average electron number np per dot, quantum
number n' of the highest populated (B=0) oscillator level, and
electronically active dot radius rF. Values are given for three
gate voltages AVg = Vg
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FIG. 4. Resonance positions for gate voltage h, V~=8 V.
The solid lines are calculated from Eq. (2) for parameters
Atop=7. 5 meV and m* =0.014m, .
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systems. For the same reason, we do not expect elec-
tromagnetic coupling between dots.

To conclude, we directly detect intraband transitions
between discrete states of quantum dots on InSb. The
number of electrons no per dot can be controlled and
switched by a gate voltage. We determine quantization
energies of about 7 meV for zero magnetic fields and
deduce electron numbers no=3 to 20. This means that
we approach an ultimate limit set to the miniaturization
of electronically active semiconductor devices, namely
one electron per dot.
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and acknowledge financial support of the Deutsche For-
schungsgemeinschaft and the Stiftung Volkswagenwerk.
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